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Over 4,700 Asplundh Tree and Line Workers Respond to Hurricane Irma 
 

Willow Grove, PA—More than 4,700 employees of Asplundh Tree Expert Co. and its 

utility infrastructure subsidiaries from all over the U.S. have now been deployed to Florida, 

Georgia, South Carolina and Tennessee to help 22 utilities and municipalities restore power 

and services in the wake of Hurricane Irma.  This mobilization is occurring on the heels of 
sending over 400 employees to Texas for Hurricane 
Harvey restoration work two weeks ago.  

More than 3,700 Asplundh tree workers 
started travelling last Thursday (September 7) from as 
far away as the Pacific Northwest and northern New 
England to remove trees and limbs from roadways 
and power lines. The mobilized crews are assisting 
hundreds of local Asplundh crews who work in the 

area normally and have been assigned to storm-stricken utilities 
and municipalities from the Florida Keys up into Georgia. 

 Nearly 1,000 employees from infrastructure subsidiaries 
Asplundh Construction, Utility Lines Construction Services, Grid 

One Solutions and American Lighting and Signalization have 
been sent from as far away as the upper Midwest and 

Massachusetts.  These crews are helping with damage 

assessment and rebuilding storm-damaged distribution and 
transmission lines, as well as traffic signal systems, and roadway 

lighting after more than 6.1 million utility customers in Florida 

lost power.   

“Most of our crews are working staggered 16-hour shifts 

around the clock in difficult conditions, but I am proud to say 
they remain dedicated to restoring power safely and efficiently.  We are constantly reinforcing 



our ‘Safety First … No One Gets Hurt!’ philosophy so that each and every one of them returns 

home uninjured” said Chairman of the Board and CEO Scott Asplundh. “I also want to recognize 

our Storm Coordination Team at the home office in Pennsylvania that has been on duty around 

the clock for more than a week now to fulfill utility and municipal requests for crews. They 

couldn’t do it without the generous cooperation of so many of our customers and we are 

grateful for that.”   

 

About Asplundh: 

Asplundh Tree Expert Co. is a family-owned and managed company headquartered just outside 

of Philadelphia in Willow Grove, PA.  It primarily provides vegetation management and utility 
infrastructure services to a wide range of utilities and municipalities. The Asplundh family of 
companies employs approximately 35,000 men and women throughout the U.S., Canada, 
Australia and New Zealand. Learn more at www.asplundh.com 
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